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Summary

The feasibility of prod4,cin_Q, collecting and
cooling P's at a rate> 3-100s- T is demonstrated.
This implies a filling time of - 12 hours to reach a
luminosity of s 1032cmr2s-1 in the collider.

Accelerator and Collider Configuration

Table I summarizes the basic parameters of the
accelerator complex studied by the "conventional
p* p collider" subgroup on which we base our con
s iderations.

Emax[TeV] Bmax[T] C[km]

Booster 1 0.2 1.4 4

Booster 2 1.4 10 4

Main Ring 20 10 60

assumption that the luminosity lifetime in the
collider is at least 20 hours. Then a filling time
of 10 to 12 hours (for 1.2-1013 p's or~ '" 1032cmr2s-1)
corresponding to a p flux of - 3-10 8 s-l seems
perfectly adequate.

We envi sage the use of Booster 1, wh ich can be
cycled fairly rapidly, as proton source, and the use
of a debuncher and an aCCl.lmulator ring as planned
f or the FNAL p - source.!) At Pp = 120 GeV I c,
Pp = 10 GeV Ic and for a target and collector
(lithium lens) configuration similar to that of the
FNAL-source we obtain for the number of p's produced:

N '" 62-N -€ ~ for 2-10-5m < € < 4-10-5 m (4)p P P , ~ ~

where Np is the number of protons on target, € the

unnormalized p emittance and 4? the p momentum spread
Table II gives an example parameter set meeting our
flux requirements:

where < n) is the average number of events P3r bunch
collision (at a = 100 mbarn). Up to;;f '" 3-10 2cmr2s-1
luminosity is controlled by the tolerable <n) rather
th an by lIQbb'

For €N < 10 11m, which can be achieved by
stochastic 'cooling, the required number of p's de
creases correspondingly, allowing shorter filling
times or a lower p flux or the use of a lower field,
1arger di ameter ri ng. It remai ns however to be
shown that luminosity lifetime is not adversely
affected if we plan to operate with very small emit
tance (€N ~ 1 ~m).

With ¥'" 6-10-4 at 20 TeV and a bunch length

of - 1m we obtain €,/bunch '" 30 eVs, or €11 !!! 7.5
103 eVs for all 250 bunches. An RF-system of - 10
MV peak voltage is compatible with these bunch para
meters and will at a phase stable angl e of a few
degrees compensate for the synchrotron radiation
energy loss (- 200 keV/turn).

Table I: Basic Ring Parameters of 20 TeV Collider

Table II: p-Production Parameters

The debuncher is assumed to reduce ~ to 0.25% 1)
corres£onding to a longitudinal p deRsity 1/Jin '"
12 eV-. Assuming a circumference of - 000 m for
both debuncher and accumulator we therefore have to
provide a longitudinal phase space comRression of
only 350 to reach 1/J max '" 4.3 103eV-1, as de
rived from Np and €I\ in the collider, while the
transverse emlttances must be reduced by a factor 20.

Description of p Cooling and AccumUlation

As indicated above, 3-108 p's are injected
every second into the debuncher where the momentum
spread is reduced to 0.25% by RF-bunch rotation and
adiabatic debunching. While the il"'s reside in the
debuncher their emittance is reduced to 311 m (- 30~m

normalized) by stochastic cooling. They are then
transferred to the a~cumulator where they are sto
chastically stacked2) and where the transverse
emittance is reduced to 1 ~m [unnormalized]. After
- 200 s the core of the stack contains - 6-1010
particles of the required phase space density of
- 4.3-103 eV-l. There exist many options for
further processi ng of the ant i protons whose detai 1s
with regard to RF-system requirements, beam stabi
1ity, extraction and injection manipulations need to
be worked out. One extreme Rossibility is to ex
tract a single bunch (- 5-lO IO particles) from the

Proton Momentum Pp 120 GeV/c

p production momentum P- 10 GeV/cp
Repetition period T r Is

No. Protons on target Np
6_1012*)

P emittance EX' €z 20 ~m

[unnormalized]

p momentum spread ~ 4%
P

3_108No. of p's per pulse Np
p flux 4>

3_108s-1

*j might require target sweeping l )
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(2)

(3)

lIQbb'" 10-3 <n) 1/2

p's)
N

B
'" 1.8 1010 <n)1/2

p - Source Requirements

We make, without further proof, the crucial

Lumi nosity:

With e* = 2m, €x = €z = 10~m (normalized) and
250 bunches (estimated from the requirements imposed
by electrostatic beam separation) the following per
formance figures are derived:

Beam-Beam
tune shift:

No. of p's (or
per bunch:
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where n = (f~ax - fmin)/f o , Go is the overall
system gain laverii-ge over working band) and R(x) is
a simp1e i ntegr a13 J. i; is def i ned as:

1; ~ 0.75 N , for a parabolic distribution (7b)
f ~n ~on p of full width p

For G i; '" 0.4 we obtain s 5."'13), and with n = 4.10-3,
o n

f max = 8 GHz, fmin 4 GHz the following values follow:
i; '" 5.6 103 n '" 1.07 104 , Go '" 3.75 10-5[s-I], and
s '" 1.g s-l which implies a sevenfold reduction of
the emittance provided d",) is low enough. Go is
completely determined by the coupling characteris
tics and number of Pick-up (PU) and kick~r (K) elec
trodes and the net electronic gain. 3J Assuming
loop couplers made up by 70 Q striplines in push
pull configuration for both PU's. and K's we arrive,
based on standard expressions3J , at the approxi
mate system parameters summarized in Table III.

accumulator, accelerate it through boosters 1 and 2
and hold it at 1.4 TeV in the main ring, repeating
the procedure 250 times. Another possibility is to
accelerate in booster 1 to 200 GeV and create an
RF-stacked, coasting beam in booster 2. Such a pro
cedure, which again could be performed in many
variations, will result in a coasting beam of

1.2-1013 p's with if - 4.5.10-3 (assuming a dilution

factor of 1.5). A modest stochastic cooling system

could reduce this to the desired if '" 3-10-3• A

coasting beam in booster 2 also allows one to cool
the beam further transversely; a normalized emittance
of 1 \1m seems perfectly feasible. This is not re
quired for the present coll ider concept, but would
allow for variations in collider circumference or
number of p's required.

(8)1 < Q < 2

4 to 8 GHz

512 loop pairs

6.5 106 [-136 dB]

- 1.8 kW [cryogenic PU's
4 dB NF preamp]

'" 1.g s-l

- 3.5 10-7m [cryogenic PU'S
4 dB NF]

- 3.3 10-6 m

Frequency Range

Amp 1ifi er gai n

Total Power

No. of PU's = No. of K's

E{t = Is)

Cooling rate, s

E{co)

An analogous analysis shows that a system with
256 PU's and K's, - 100 dB amplifier gain and a fre
quency range from 8 to 16 GHz installed in booster 2
(Yt '" 25) wi 11 be able to cool - 1013 p's at 200
GeV from EN = 10 \1m to EN = 1 \1m in - 3000 s.

A stochastic stacking system similar to that of
the CERN-AA-ring4 ) or the FNAL p-source wi 11 be
used to achieve the required longitudinal phase
spacg cfmpression. In order to handle the flux of
3 10 s- a frequency band of 4-8 GHz is necessary
but peri od i c fi Hers will not be needed because the
modest Wmax/Wmin ratio considerably reduces the
thermll noise problem. The system will therefore
consi~.t simply of l:-PU's placed in a region of high
dispersion, an amplifier chain and kickers in
straight sections with dispersion Qp = O. The
system will again, as in the AA-ring or the FNAL
ii-source, consist of several subsystems of which we
will briefly discuss only the most complex and
massive, the "stack tail" system.

Table III Approximate Parameters for Debuncher
Transverse Cooling System

The transverse cooling systems required to cool
from 3 \1m to 1 \1m (i.e. - 10 \1m normalized) will be
located in the accumulator and are expected to be
substantially more modest in terms of power require
ments and length of PU and K arrays.

design of the debuncher must take into account that
the PU and K arrays (each > 10 m long) must be
broken up into sub-arrays of only a few m length,
located in fairly low II sections in order to keep
their apertures small enough for the envisaged fre
quency range.

Approximate system parameters can be derived
analytically for a stea~y state configuration with
¢(x) = ¢o = constant. L ,3) This requires for an
octave bandwidth

where x = E - Eo, and G(x) is the gain3 ), i.e.
the single particle rate of change of energy,
assumed independent of harmonic number.

From the equation3 )

(6)

(7 a)

S 1 = R(G 1;)n 0

i; = ". N f(w)
n

Stochastic Cooling Systems

The most critical of all the cooling systems
used in the outlined p - source are the transverse
system in the debuncher and the stochastic stacking
system in the accumulator. Furthermore, high de
mands on bandwidth are made by any system contem
plated to cool > 1013 p'S in booster 2, if this
should be desired": We examine briefly some of the
characteristics of these systems.

For cooling systems with sufficiently linear
electrodes- transverse cooling is well described by:

dt) = e-st (do) - e(co)) + e(",) (5)

where e(co) is the asymptotic value determined by the
thermal noise characteristics of the system.
Strictly speaking the cooling rate s, and therefore
E, are functions of the revolution frequency of the
particles. A conservative estimate is obtained by
calculating s = s(wc) for a distribution f(w) sym
metric about wc' The cooling rate s, including
the effects of signal suppression, is then given
by3) :

(g)1
9:ilT2T

eRe {G}]Z
G 2

Two such systems, one for each transverse phase
plane, are required. These are substantial systems
but they greatly faci litate the accumulator design
and their design is, at least conceptually, straight
forward. A certain Rand D effort is certainly re- then follows ED '" 20 MeV with Q '" 1.4, Inl =
quired to design optimal electrodes and the lattice 4-10-3 and some allowance for the fact that G will
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not be purely real. With these values for nand
ED we can acconrnodate 6.25 e-foldings of the den
s ity IjI (x) without Schottky band overl ap at the top
harmonic and the actually required 5.8 e-foldings

will be achieved in a stack of < 120 MeV or ~ == 1.2%

width. Some i~ortant system parameters as derived
from (9) and (8) are summarized in Table IV.

f max' f min
npu = nk
GA

Ptota1
ap/g

Schottky/Noise
(ratio of diffusion terms)

8 GHz, 4 GHz

1024

- 1.41 106 [- 122 dB]

- 1.5 kW

- 160 [i.e. a~ == 3m
for 15 mm PU 9apJ

Table IV: Accumulator Stack Tail System Parameters

The signal to noise ratio is larger than 2 for
the whole stack with exception of the 1ast (highest
densitr) 20 MeV. A low noise core cooling
system ,2,4) with appropriately adjusted gain
should make the thennal noise problem totally
innocuous and provide some additional peaking of the
distribution function 1jI.

Conclusion

Stochastic cooling is capable of providing a
fl ux of - 3.108 pI second, adequate to fi 11 a
20 TeV co 11 ider in - 12 hours for operation at.;e ==
1032cmr2s-1• This represents an order of mag
nitude improvement over the FNAL-source design goal.
It is made possible mainly due to higher bandwidth
(4 GHz vs. 1 GHz) and a lower IjImax/ 1Jtnax ratio
(350 vs. - 104). Systems operating in the 4-8 GHz
band are necessary, a technology which goes beyond
the 2-4 GHz systems presently under development, but
appears within reach with a moderate Rand D effort.
Stochastic cooling in the 8-16 GHz range holds the
promi se of small transverse emittance (~1 pm nor
malized), allowing even shorter filling times or the
use of lower field, larger circumference colliders,
should such devices prove more cost-effective.
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